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The RUTH  exhibit features San Diego

County Holocaust survivors  and their

stories throughout San Diego County.  

The exhibit focuses on Holocaust

survivors alive today.   The exhibit is

divided into two parts, RUTH and

TRUTH.  RUTH tells the  stories of the

living survivors. TRUTH shares the

experience of that happened in the

Holocaust. 
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Exhibit curator, Sandra Scheller is the

daughter of Holocaust survivors.  Her

mother  Ruth Sax, survived three

concentration camps including

Auschwitz, faced Dr. Mengele 6 times,

and used soup water to bathe in.  Her

father fled because of the Nazis

invading his hometown. 

Sandra is the author of Try To

Remember Never Forget and

documentary with the same name. 

 She is the recipient of the San Diego

Academia Teaching Award, creator of

Art From The Holocaust at Comic-Con,  

Rotary Peacemaker recipient and is a

USC Shoah Foundation interviewer. 

 She has received numerous medals

of honor from the different branches

of the military for educating troops

bout the Holocaust. 

 Sandra received an Honorary Degree

from Southwestern College as a

Holocaust educator and  peace

activist.  In her spare time she travels

to numerous Holocaust museums

researching her facts and

information. 

RUTH Remember Us The Holocaust

is a wonderful experience at any

age.  Young students will learn

about the Holocaust while others

learn to appreciate living in a free

country. 

 

An excellent experience 
for all ages. 

ABOUT
Walk among life-size cutouts of

Holocaust survivors from the

San Diego County. Experience  a

room of atrocities. The exhibit

will include  monthly events

featuring Holocaust related

speakers, films and art projects.  

Visit  Rancho San Diego Library

facebook or the website for

updates. 

This project is funded by the 
San Diego County Board of Supervisors.

Sandra will be at the exhibit each
Thursday from 10:30-2:30pm. 

For a personal tour of the exhibit
or to have Sandra  speak at your

school or event contact:
Sandra Scheller

sscheller@cox.net
or 619-422-3429


